
EXISTENCE CONDITIONS FOR THE LANE INTEGRAL

KEITH P. SMITH AND FRED M. WRIGHT

1. Introduction. We deal in this paper with an integral which was

defined by R. E. Lane [4] and which is an extension of the Stieltjes

mean sigma integral introduced by H. L. Smith [6]. If/ and g are

real-valued functions on an interval [a, b] of the real axis, and if

D= {a = Xo<Xi<Xi< ■ ■ ■ <x„ = &} is a subdivision of [a, b], we use

the symbol Sd(J, g) to denote the sum

^ /(*.--0 +/(*.)  , .,
£-[g(Xi)  - g(Xi-l)].

i=l 2

If [a, b] is an interval of the real axis, and if G is a subset of [a, b]

containing a and b, we use the terminology G-subdivision of [a, b]

and G-refinement of a subdivision of [a, b] as in [l]. The concepts of

singular graph, exceptional number, and summability set are as in [4].

If/ and g are real-valued functions on an interval [a, b] of the real

axis, and if there is a summability set G for/ and g in [a, b], the Lane

integral Ljlfdg is the refinement limit

lim   SDif, g),

and this integral is the Stieltjes mean sigma integral Fmjlfdg in case

the entire interval [a, b] is a summability set for/ and g in [a, b].

In §2 we deal with a bounded real-valued function/on an interval

[a, b] of the real axis, a nondecreasing real-valued function g on the

entire real axis and a subset G of [a, b] dense on this interval and con-

taining its endpoints. We suppose that if H=ia, b) — G and H is

nonempty then the ordered triple (g, /, H) is a singular graph, and

that if y is in G and the restriction of g to [a, b] is discontinuous aty,

then y is not an exceptional number for/ and g in [a, b]. We establish

Theorem 2.1, which is analogous to Theorem 18 on page 278 of Graves

[2] for the Stieltjes norm integral and the Stieltjes sigma integral, and

which provides a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for G to be

a summability set for/ and g in [a, b]. Theorem 2.1 clearly provides

as a special case a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the

Stieltjes mean sigma integral FmfZfdg to exist. We show how we have

fairly simply from Theorem 2.1 the result due to Bzoch [l] that G is

a summability set for/ and g in [a, b ] if and only if there is a bounded
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real-valued function u on [a, b] such that u(x)=f(x) for all x in G

and such that the Stieltjes mean sigma integral Fmfludg exists.

In §3 with f,g,G, and H as in §2 we use our Theorem 2.1 to obtain

a necessary and sufficient condition for G to be a summability set for

/ and g in [a, b] which is analogous to one given by C. B. Murray [5]

for the Stieltjes mean sigma integral.

2. An existence theorem. Suppose in this section that/ is a bounded

real-valued function on an interval [a, b] of the real axis, g is a non-

decreasing real-valued function on the entire real axis, G is a subset

of [a, b] containing a and b which is dense on [a, b], if H= (a, b)—G

and H is nonempty then (g, f, H) is a singular graph, and for each y

in G if the restriction of g to [a, b] is discontinuous at y then y is not

an exceptional number for/ and g in [a, b]. If a^y<b let fa(y+)

denote the limit

lim    f(x),
x-*y*tx€G

and similarly define/o(y_) for a<ySb. Let MGif+) denote the set of

all numbers y such that a^y<b and/o(y+) does not exist, and sim-

ilarly define Ma(f~)- Then let

MG(f) = MQ(f+) + MG(f-).

Also, let s and xp he a nondecreasing saltus function on the entire real

axis and a continuous nondecreasing function on the entire real axis,

respectively, such that g = s + \p. Let af denote the outer measure

function associated with the nondecreasing function xp.

Theorem 2.1. For G to be a summability set for f and g in [a, b], it is

necessary and sufficient that the following statements hold:

(a) if a^y<b and g(y+)^g(y), thenfG(y+) exists;

(b) if a<y^b and g(y~)9ig(y), thenfG(y~) exists;

(c) rf(Mo(f))=0.

Proof of the sufficiency. We establish the sufficiency of the con-

junction of (a), (b) and (c) by demonstrating that if these statements

hold then

lim   5c(/, s)    and       lim   Soif, xp)

both exist, so that we can then conclude that

lim   SD(f,g)
Dc (?,=>

exists.
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Proceeding in a manner analogous to that used by Lane in his

proof of Theorem 3.1 of [3], we can show that the conjunction of (a)

and (b) implies that the limit

lim   Soif, s)

exists, where G is the union of G and the set of points of (a, b) at

which g is discontinuous. Then using the continuity of \p in a modifica-

tion of the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1 of [l ] we can obtain the

result that the conjunction of (a) and (b) implies that the limit

lim   Sd(J, s)
Be g.=

exists.

In this part of our sufficiency proof, we show that (c) implies that

lim   Snif,*)
Be (?,=>

exists. If A is a nonempty subset of G, let

ae(A) = l.u.b. fix) - g.l.b. /(*).
x in A x \n A

If y is in [a, b], let

v>a(y) = lim «e((y — 8,y + 8)-G).

For f]>0, let Rg(ji) he the set of all numbers y in (a, b) such that

03aiy)^n, yEG, and yEMoif). If 17>0, each point of Rg(v) is an
isolated point of this set, so that Rg(v) is countable, and hence

li*(Ro(ri))=0. For n>0, let To(n) denote the set of all y in [a, b]

such that 015(31) ̂rj. If j?>0, p*(TG(n)) =0, and 7"<j(7j) is closed. Pro-

ceeding as in the proof of the analogous result for the Stieltjes integral

we can show that the desired limit exists.

Proof of the necessity. By assumption G is a summability set

for/ and g in [«,&].

Suppose that (a) does not hold. Then there is a y in [a, b) such that

g(y+)^g(y) and fa(y+) does not exist. Let I = g(y+) — g(y)■ There is a

positive number k for which if y<zf£6 then there are points 5 and t

in G • (y, z) such that | f(s) —fit) | ^ ft. Let A be a positive number such

that |/(x) I ^N if xE [a, b]. There is a number w in iy, b] such that

ilxEiy, w) then |g(x)-g(y+)| <min{//2, lk/16N}. Let G = G+ {y}.

By Lemma 2 of [l], G is a summability set for/ and g in [a, b]. Sup-

pose that P is a G-subdivision of [a, b]. Let P he a G-refinement of P

containing y and at least one point of (y, w). Let z be the smallest
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number in P- iy, w). Let 5 and tbein G- (y, z) such that \f(s) —f(t) \

S;k. Let P' = P+{s} and P" = P+ {t}. P' and P" are G-refinements

of P, and

I SP.(f, g) - SMf, g)\  = l{ | fis) - /(/) I • I giz) - giy) |
-1/(3) ~fiy)\ -\gis) - git)\ }

> lk/8.

This contradicts the result that G is a summability set for/ and g in

[a, b].

We have from the above that (a) holds. Similarly (b) holds.

We now argue indirectly to show that (c) holds. Since by hypothesis

lim   SDif,g)

exists and since it follows from the result that (a) and (b) hold that

lim   Soif, s)
Dc <?.=

exists, we can conclude that

lim   SDif,xP)
Dc G,=

exists. Suppose that u*(MG(f))>0. Then at least one of p,*(MG(f+))

and p.*(MG(f~)) is positive; suppose for the sake of argument that

H*(MG(f+))>0. For each positive number 5, let MG(f, S+) be the set

of all x in [a, b) such that

|- lim sup  /(0-     lim inf   f(t)l ^ 8.
Ll-»:n+,I in   G l->x+,l in   G J

There is a positive integer j such that coj' =u*(MG(f, (l/j)+))>0. Let

P= {a=Xo<xx< ■ ■ ■ <xn = b} be a G-subdivision of [a, b]. Let

{ix<i2< ■ ■ ■ <im} be the set of all positive integers i not exceeding

n such that the segment (x,_i, xi) contains a point of MG(f, (l/j)+).

For g=l, 2, • • • ,m, let uq = l.u.b. MG(f, (l/j)+) • (xig_i, x,g). Using the

continuity of xp we can show that

m +

E [^(««) - <PiXiq-l)] > |wj-
9=1

For each q= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m for which uq = xiq, or else uq<xiq and

uqEMoif, (l/j)+), let i>9 be a number in (x!9_i, uq) such that the in-

equality

(1) \+(uq)-xP(x)\  <(l/4w)-4
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holds if xE(vq, uq), and such that the inequality

(2) I *(*") - <K*') I   < il/32mN)- 4-1/J

holds if x' and x" are in (i»g, wa). For each q= 1, 2, • • • , m for which

uq<xiq and ugEMG(f, (l/j)+), leti>3 beanumber in (uq, xiq) such that

(1) holds if xE(uq, vq), and such that (2) holds if x' and x" are in

(w,, vq). For g= 1, 2, • • • , m, let sq and 7 be numbers in G satisfying

vq<sq<tq<uq or ua<sq<tq<vq according as vq<uq or uq<vq, and

such that |/(7)— /7„)| >l/2j. For q=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, let

<7 = L/(*.w) + /(<«)] L>(*«) - Ir-(^-i)]

- {[/(*..a_i) +/79)][^79) - ^(xi5_i)]

+ [/(^)+/(7)][^(7)-^e)]}-

Let Pi be the G-refinement of P such that Pi = P + <2i+ ■ ■ ■ +Qm

where for q = l, 2, • ■ ■ , m, Qq is {sq, tq} or J/,} according as d„ is

nonnegative or negative, and let Pi be the G-refinement of P such

that P2=P+Pi+ • • • +Rm where for q= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, Rq is {7}

or {sq, 7} according as dq is nonnegative or negative. We have that

m

\sPl(f,+) -Sp2(f,+)\ =*£ \dq\
9=1

Til

^ I £ {l/(7> -f(sq) I [*(*,) - H^-d]
9=1

- I/7J -/(^-i)| hK7) -^7,)]}
> I{(l/2j)-i4 ~ (2Nm/32mN)-wj-l/j}

= (1/32)4-1/j.

This contradicts the result that limz>C(?, Sd(J, \p) exists. We conclude

that 4iMaif))=0.
We now show how the following result due to Bzoch [l] follows

fairly simply from Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. For G to be a summability set for f and g in [a, b], it

is necessary and sufficient that there exists a bounded real-valued function

u on [a, b] such that w(x) =/(x) for all x in G and such that the Stieltjes

mean sigma integral Fmjludg exists.

Proof of the necessity. It is easy to determine a bounded real-

valued function u on [a, b] such that

(i) uiy)=fiy)ilyEG;
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(ii) if a^y<b and fG(y+) exists, then u(y+) exists;

(iii)  if a<ySb and fa(y~) exists, then w(y-) exists.

Let D be the set of points of discontinuity of u. Since u*(MG(f)) = 0

in view of Theorem 2.1, it follows that p*(D)=0. It follows, then,

from Theorem 2.1 that Fmf\udg exists.

Proof of the sufficiency. By assumption there is a bounded

real-valued function u on [a, b] such that u(x)=f(x) ior all x in G,

and such that the Stieltjes mean sigma integral Fmfbaudg exists.

Let D be the set of points of discontinuity of u. From Theorem 2.1

we have that p*(D)=0. MG(f)ED; hence u*(MG(f)) =0. It follows,

then, from Theorem 2.1 that the Lane integral Lf*fdg exists.

3. A further existence theorem. Let the functions/, g, s, xp, u>G and

the sets G, H be as in §2. In the next theorem we present a necessary

condition for G to be a summability set for/ and g in [a, b] which is

analogous to one given by C. B. Murray [5] for the Stieltjes mean

sigma integral. Using the hypothesis that (g, f, H) is a singular graph

in a modification of the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1.2 of [5] we

can show that the condition of the following theorem is also sufficient.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that G is a summability set for f and g in

[a, b].  Then for positive numbers e and v there is a subdivision D

= {a = y0<yi< • • •  <yn = b}   of   [a,   b]   with  the  property  that  if

\ii<i2< ■ ■ • <iP} is the set of all positive integers i not exceeding n

for which there are points x', x" in (y,-_i, y,-) -G such that \f(x') —f(x") \

^r,, then E?-ik(y.y)-gOvO]<«■

Proof. We have from the sufficiency proof of Theorem 2.1 that

there are a G-subdivision D= [a = to<tx< • ■ ■ <tm = b} of [a, b]

and a subset L= {kx<k2< ■ • • <kq} of the set of all positive integers

not exceeding m such that

E bPih,) - -KVO] < e/2
i-l

and such that if k is a positive integer not exceeding m such that k

is not in L then ua([tk-u tk]-G) <rx.

Let j be a positive integer not exceeding q. Let {z,-,y}<11 be a se-

quence of distinct points of [tkj-X, tkj] containing all of the points

of this interval at which the saltus function s is discontinuous. For

simplicity, let zx<j = tkj-X and z2,j = tkj. Let i he a positive integer

such that
00

E bizij) - sizi.M < «/2?-
i-l+i
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Let Aj= {tkj-i = Uo,j<Ui,j< ■ ■ ■ <u,j = tkj} be the subdivision of

[tkj-i, tkj] consisting of the numbers zij, z%,j, ■ • • , zl+hj. For*"=l,2,

•••,«, let u'tj be a number satisfying »(_i,y<Wjj <»,-,,•, and such

that uoiiui-ij, u-j) -G) <n in case g(«,7w) 5^g(Mi-i,y), and let u"4 be a

number satisfying w<j<M"y<Mt.y, and such that wG((Ui'j, uiyj) -G) <v

in case g(u/j)^g(ui,j). Let £y= {7y-i = *o,y<*i,y< ■ • • <7y,j = 7yj

he the subdivision of [tkj-1, tkj] consisting of the points of Ay, the num-

bers u'hi, u'%i, ■ ■ ■ , u'{j, and the numbers u'/j, ul/j, ■ ■ ■ , u'/j. Let

{*i,y<7,y< • • • <*ry,yj be the set of all positive integers * not

exceeding p, with wo((7_i,y, titl)-G) ^n. We have that

+
£ [s(tiltj,i) - ■77,,-i.i)] ^ £ [s(ui,j) - s(Ui-i,/)]
l-l i=l

i + _

= £ £ [s(ztj) - s(zu)]
i=1    Uui-hi<zi.i<ni-i

=   £   [s(zij) - s(zi,/)] < e/2q,
i=»+2

Let D= {a=y0<yi< ■ • • <yn = b} he the subdivision of [a, b]

equal to D+ £°_i D,. Let {ii<j2< • ■ ■ <jr} be the set of all posi-

tive integersi not exceeding n such that a>G((yy-i, y/) -G) =£17. Then it

follows that

£ kiyj) - gfe-i)] =? £ [Kh,) - Htki-/)]
»=i y=i

+ £ £ N'w.y,,)  - ^M.y-!./)]  <  *•
y—1 i=i
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